
SomaComfort™  -  SC.S.2.n.  $459   -  AA.UD arms  $109        
Includes seat and back ht. and angle adjust & ht and width adj. armrests.
Seat Size:  #2 Small  16”d x 17”w     Backrest:  N2  narrow  11”h x 12”w
Seat Height Range:  LS  Short Lift 16”-20”
Best fits people < 5”-6” & 115 lbs with  17” to 19” thigh length who sit upright.

SomaComfort™ - SC.R.4.MBx.SS  $587   - AA.F  $154          
Shown with Height & width adj. arms w/ Uph Arm pads and Seat depth adjust.
Seat Size:  #4  Deep 18.5”d x 20”w     Backrest:  Midheight  MBx2 24”h x 17”w
Seat Lift/Height:  LS  Standard Lift  17”-20.85”;   SS : Seat depth adjustment
Great for people 5”-6” to 6’-0” < 185 lbs with 17” to 19” thigh length who multitask.

SomaComfort™ - SC.R.5.TBt.SS  $643    -   AA.UD  $109        
Complete w/ Ht & Width adjust arms;    Neck Pillow NP , and seat depth adjust.
Seat Size:  #5 Xtra Deep 20”d x 20.5”w        Backrest:  TBt  Tall   32”h x 16”w
Seat Height Range:   LKt   Kt Lift 17”-20.75”;          SS : Seat depth adjustment
 Great for people 5”-10” to 6’-4” & 180-210 lbs. with  18” to 20” thigh length who recline.
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 Ever sit in a bucket seat? 
 They’re a closed system and 
 so are  all  other chairs.
 Soma’s Cut-Away™ Backrests™ 
 are the first based on
 Open-Systems design™
 You get an amazing
 combination of freedom,
 support and comfort and
 they are clinically proven 
 to help reduce RSI’s
 and muscle tension 
 so you can get more done 
 with less effort!

They’re State-of-the-art!
They’re the first to allow 
for a true open-posture™ 
in the upper back, neck, 
and shoulders!
They give you more 
than meets the eye.
Try one today and 
experience the genius 
of Open-Systems-Seating™
only from Soma!

Total Freedom

 Total Support

Exclusive 
Cut-Away 
Backrests™

7 sizes

Built-to-Last
Lifetime 

Warranty 

The End of Back Pain & RSI’s
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Footring & 10” lift
Add to low or midheight back chairs with standard 
mechanisms only.  Not available with rockers or 
knee tilts. Seat height range of  24.5” to 34”.

Cervical Support
For ultimate comfort while reclining in a tall back 
and to further relax neck muscles get the Soma 
cervical support.  With soft dacron fill that can 
be easily modified to fit you perfectly you’ll be 

more comfortable and productive than ever!

Court reporter or Coccyx cutouts 
Memory Foam Seat Cushion Upgrade
Latex Foam Seat Cushion Upgrade

More than a chair,  a modular chair system!
 SomaComfort™ 

  Add a footring        Customize a Back   Customize a seat

Innovative backrests promote better neck alignment &relaxation of upper back neck and shoulder muscles.
Change chairs from small to large, armed to armless, short to drafting height and more!

In the field easy reconfiguration, refurbishing or modification! 

Why Soma?  Real Ergonomics & Built-to-Last Quality!
State-of-the-art Real Ergonomics™!
 ■ We did the research you get the latest state-of-the-art support and comfort!
 ■ More than just the “ergonomic” label!  More than just a bunch of adjustments!
 ■ Soma Chairs have exclusive features clinically proven to best prevent injury and enhance performance!

Easy to Buy and Built-to-Last Quality!
 ■ 3 workstyle types each in 3 sizes fit almost everyone and as part of a modular system customization is easy!
  ■ Highest quality components with top tier limited lifetime warranty!
 ■ Over 3.5” of multiple densities of ultra-resilient cushioning in every seat!
   Cushions feel soft and supportive keeping their softness years longer than many other chairs.
 ■ Highest quality, easy-to-clean fabrics or COM at no extra charge!

Economic and Environmental Sustainability!
	 ■ 18 to 28% total post consumer waste content means lower cost and less virgin resources are used!
 ■ Formaldehyde-free seat shells mean less carcinogenic substances are used!
 ■ CFC-free cushioning materials mean less impact on the environment and global warming.
 ■ Both organic fabrics and natural latex cushions are available for greater environmental sustainability!
 ■ Built-to-last quality assures lower cost of ownership and less waste for less impact on the environment!

Competitive Pricing!   Responsive Customer Service!   Easy Customization!
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